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Preface
It is once again time for my quarterly market review, when I examine world events and
attempt to understand their implications on the markets. This is my time to reflect on
current events, my portfolio performance, event scenarios, and their subsequent
implication on world equity markets and my investment strategies.
It is my goal in life to have my money working for me instead of me working for my
money.
Please keep in mind that I am an amateur investor and this document is a hobby for me.
Any thoughts and concepts should be treated as such. Please consult a professional
financial advisor before you make any investment decisions regarding your investment
ideas, goals, and strategies. Continue reading this document at your own risk…
Please read this before continuing!
This report is neither an offer nor recommendation to buy or sell any security. I hold no
investment licenses and are thus neither licensed nor qualified to provide investment advice. The
content in this report is not provided to any individual with a view toward their individual
circumstances.
Do NOT ever purchase any security or investment without doing your own and sufficient
research. This document contains forward looking statements. Because events and
circumstances frequently do not occur as expected, there will likely be differences between the
any predictions and actual results. Always consult a real licensed investment professional before
making any investment decision. Be extremely careful, investing in securities carries a high
degree of risk; you may likely lose some or all of the investment.
The material presented herein is for informational purposes only, is not guaranteed to be correct,
complete, up to date, and does not constitute legal, tax, or investment advice. While all
information is believed to be reliable, it is not guaranteed by me to be accurate. Individuals should
assume that all information contained in this document is not trustworthy unless verified by their
own independent research. This report may contain numerous errors and the opinions may
change without notice. Past performance is not an indication of future results.
In plain English, I am NOT giving you investment, tax, or legal advice.

Regards,
Mark Rush
http://traderwasteland.wordpress.com/
This document may be distributed to anyone free of charge as long as it is provided in an
unaltered form. I reserve all Intellectual Property Rights of this document.
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Introduction
Well, the election results were a bit….unexpected.
But this isn’t the time for people to cry over spilled milk or relentlessly spike the football;
for me it is time to change investment tactics, align them to the new paradigm, and think
about potential global macroeconomic changes. For those who supported Trump you
need to look at the possible potholes on the road to American salvation and for those who
did not; you need to consider he may just pull an economic rabbit out of his…..hat.
If you are still emotionally attached to the election results you may not be able to separate
your feelings from reality. If this is the case, then you run the risk of getting blindsided
from some very plausible economic outcomes despite your unfaltering insights. If “you
know” how Trumponomics is going to play out then you are very likely to be emotionally
compromised. The trick here is not to delude yourself into thinking “you know” the
outcome of a very complex global macroeconomic event when “you don’t know” how
this will play out and neither does anyone else… Anyone who claims otherwise is either
lying to you or more likely…themselves.
I believe I am relatively unbiased partly due to how I voted and partly how I make ends
meet. I voted for a write-in candidate and investing has been my sole source of income
for the past 5+ years, therefore my thoughts are about me attempting to make ends meet,
pure and simple. I can’t make my mortgage payments by perusing some ideological
fantasyland either left or right. I can be flexible in my opinions or I can languish within
an alternate reality and then sit smugly in a cold house eating leftover mac and cheese
while spending my time blaming others for my situation. My economic choices are that
simple. The only one who gets penalized for not being open-minded and dealing with the
current situation is me and my portfolio.
My strategy is to come up with a few “probable” outcomes without the clutter of
emotionally charged self-righteous political baggage and make decisions based on which
scenarios appear to be coming to fruition. My plan is simple, when the facts change, I
change my mind… What do you do, sir?
“The Jury is still out” regarding the economic impact of a Trump Presidency…
Mark Rush
You can follow me on Facebook at “Theta Capital Partners”.
If you “like” the page it will put my updates into your news feed.
https://www.facebook.com/Theta-Capital-Partners-203727433052941/timeline/
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Chapter 1
Considerations
This is an attempt at an impassionate analytical examination of the current situation so I
can invest. I am ONLY going to discuss items that affect the economy and the various
markets in this report. This is NOT a document about politics, ethics, or philosophy.
Trumponomics
My thesis is that Mr. Trump is a very big economic unknown; normally I would be
telling people that a President doesn’t have that much power over the economy and that it
is more important to watch the Federal Reserve policies. This time it is different, Mr.
Trump potentially has a significant backing from Congress to get some of his game
changing economic agenda implemented. What the stock market currently sees in Mr.
Trump is tax reform, reduced regulation, and a change to the narrative of capitalism. His
shakeup of the status quo could be the largest and most potentially the most constructive
in over a generation. On the other hand, he had immense tools as his disposal to unhinge
the economy by causing conventional wars, nuclear war, cyber wars, and trade wars. The
multi-trillion dollar question is which Trump becomes POTUS?
I am going to summarize three potential “big picture” scenarios that I have come up with
and their likely impacts. These are works in progress, as new information and policies are
delineated I plan to update my outlook.
Key Assumptions for all scenarios











The Presidential power is limited but…
o He has almost sole control over the military
o He has some latitude on which laws to enforce or ignore
o He has the ability to impose tariffs temporarily without Congress
o He will control the regulatory and Federal law enforcement agencies
o He controls the intelligence community and taxing authority
o He inherits Hotel Guantanamo where the guests check in but never leave
Congress still controls the budget
The Senate still needs 60 votes avoid filibuster, he only has 52 Republicans
o Any mildly controversial legislation will hit speed bumps in the Senate
o Supreme court nominations could be difficult with the filibuster
o Trump is so reviled by the left that everything may become a Filibuster
It won’t take much for a rift to form between Trump and the Republicans
o Trump’s efforts may focus on a trivial power struggles with Congress
o Once the “constructive” economic agenda has passed unity will falter
o The political elites are only willing to give up so much power
Controversial measures are unlikely to get passed
o Medicare and Social Security reforms
o Immigration reforms
o Political reforms
Ultimately, Congress can remove a President from office
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USA Incorporated
Under this scenario I assume Mr. Trump sees the U.S. as his newly acquired wholly
owned subsidiary. He sets a tone for moving forward economically and getting stuff done
to increase the output of his new acquisition… Mr. Trump sees this as his legacy and
mostly works to make America more competitive. Congress and Trump work together
and focus primarily on economic reforms. A few democratic Senators (8-12) effectively
work with Trump to advance a capitalist economic agenda. Other more divisive noneconomic issues are tabled. Economically it’s the 1980’s again.














Sets a tone that America is open for business or “it’s the economy stupid”
Lowers Corporate tax rates
o Incentivizes business to produce and invest more
o Reduces “inversions” and companies stop leaving the U.S.
o Allows more money available for stock buybacks and expansion
o Creates/retains more jobs
Jawbones corporate America to keep/create jobs in the US
o Adds taxpayers
o Reduces numbers dependent on social programs
Repatriation of $2 trillion which should yield
o $200B in tax receipts to the US Treasury
o Taxes used to fund infrastructure projects.
o US based companies end up with cash to invest
 Potential acquisition mania starts with excess cash
 Excess cash is given to shareholders via dividends or buybacks
Infrastructure projects
o In the short term more jobs
o Longer term gain in economic efficiencies
Reduce regulations to produce goods and services instead of paperwork
Reduce banking barriers thereby generating more loans to fund expansion
Reduce Government waste fraud and abuse, saves $10’s of Billions
o Cabinet makes huge beneficial changes to the system
o Pentagon
o Government bureaucracy/staffing levels/compensation/retirement
o Eliminates wasteful government endeavors
o Frees up skilled labor for private workforce
Other non-economic campaign themes do not have support in congress
o Other non-economic executive action is limited by Congress via budget
o The Senate becomes a filibuster quagmire for destructive agendas (trade)
Courts block excessive unilateral actions by executive

Under this scenario, corporate profits rise, the stock market rises, the dollar rises, interest
rates rise, unemployment falls, wages rise. Under this scenario I would be heavily
invested and I would think the Russel 2000 (IWM) would benefit the most. What falls?
Gold and Democrat’s convictions.
The stock market continues gain an additional 10-20% this year.
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Trump LLC
Under this scenario a President Trump ends up not being able to control his ego and
kleptocratic tendencies. This scenario begins with Trump attempting to do things his way
but the establishment will have none of that. Basically economy begins to mildly falter
and the Federal Reserve becomes in charge of the economy again. Congress sets new
records for filibustering. Basically the last 6 years will be in play for the next 4 years.
No sweeping tax reforms, regulatory reform, banking reform, the economy may
experience a mild recession. Mr. Trump will not get reelected in 2020.







Power rift between Trump and Congress forms early
Little constructive legislation is passed
Trump tries to end run congress repeatedly
Congressional investigations and hearing abound
Stagnation follows and loss of consumer confidence
President attempts to use government agencies to spy and intimidate decenters

Federal Reserve policies are tilted back toward those who have assets so those people
who “have” and in this case they will end up with more. A mild recession is possible.
Under this scenario, corporate profits fall, the stock market falls, the dollar falls, interest
rates fall, unemployment increases, wages fall. Under this scenario I would be generally
flat or short the market. What goes up? Gold and Democrat’s convictions.
The stock market will have gone back down to where it the day before the election, then
continues down an additional 5-15%.
International Apprentice
Under this scenario I assume Mr. Trump spends most of his time limiting trade with
China and Mexico while bombing the Middle East and plays some dangerous
brinkmanship with China, North Korea, and Iran. As a side note we get mass deportation
and full scale trade wars. International friction breaks out especially with China and to a
lesser extent Mexico. Iran potentially gets invaded and several small skirmish with China
in the South China Sea. On the home front the relationship between the President and
Congress Presidency becomes reality show.
This is by far the most damaging outcome that would likely cause a massive fall in US
GDP, a “huge” recession in China with possible political instability, and worldwide
recession.
Actions: I’d sell everything I could… I would be 100% cash, bonds, or possibly gold.
Buy gold, canned goods, security instruments, and a mountain retreat or two (if you don’t
already have them).
Stock market falls to 2008 lows, unemployment spikes above 10%
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Potentially Destructive Policies
Free Trade: under the strict Trump view point we would impose tariff on imports and this
will result in 10%-20% increase in retail prices for goods brought into this country. So, if
you are poor and/or work for minimum wage you may see a slight increase in jobs and
wages but it will be completely undercut by the price increases of the goods you need due
to the tariffs. This will contract both the U.S. and Chinese economy.
Focus on Manufacturing Jobs: The reality check for the Trump camp is the US actually
produces more manufactured goods now than it ever has in its history. The biggest job
killer has been “automation”; these non-citizen robots work for pennies an hour and are
exempt from labor laws (so far). Also wealth is not build by producing things; it is
built by possessing things. Raising prices reduces the number of things people are able
to possess thereby making us poorer as a people. Finally, tariffs take weeks to put into
law, factories and the skills to run them would take years to reinstall. In the mean time
we as a country would do without many many products.
Mass Deportation: of millions of people simply means a rapid drop in U.S. demand
(rents, consumer goods, etc.) and more importantly a massive drop in effective labor
force. Take a look around our country and talk to some small business owners and see
who actually does the things that make our lives better. We would be removing 3-5% of
our population that is doing 5-10% of the stuff that needs to get done.
Interest Rates
Last month the Federal Reserve made its first (and only) of four planned rate hikes for
2016. My prediction was for 3 and they fell short of even that low bar. This year they
are predicting 3 rate hikes while I expect 2-4 depending on how well Trumonomics takes
off. The Fed plans to raise rates at a slightly faster pace than what was communicated in
September ‘16. Rate hikes will work against the current market trajectory.
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Taxes
It is still too early to call the final personal income tax rates but the current proposals
looks something like this. The standard deduction would jump from $6,300 for
singles/$12,600 for married couples filing jointly to $15,000 and $30,000. Also there
would be a new ceiling on itemized deductions of $100,000 for single taxpayers and
$200,000 for a married couples filing jointly.

I would expect most Clinton voters would want to forgo their ill-gotten gains and donate
their tax cuts to the Clinton Foundation or other charities during the next four years. I’ve
included a link to the Clinton Foundation to dispose of unwanted tax cuts
https://www.clintonfoundation.org/
Don’t forget to add ~12-33%, depending on your new lower tax rate, to the amount of the
tax windfall donations since it should be tax deductible (up to $100,000) to bring your
total societal contribution to back up to your pre-Trump levels. It’s time for the true
supporters to band together to show their support for “fair share” economics and just say
no to lower taxes. I would partake but I expect my taxes to go up this year since I’ll
likely start producing more to take advantage of the lower tax rates. I should be
increasing my net societal contributions (taxes) while simultaneously earning more.
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European Central Bank
The ECB is planning to extend their purchase program in March at 60 billion Euros a
month in (down from 80B Euros) and begin to tapper it down to zero by the end of this
year.
This puts negative pressure on all stock markets until the plan is reinstated as EU rates
should rise.
China
In decades past it has been build anything in any quantity and it was needed and used.
Now after decades of building out a modern infrastructure, just building something is no
guarantee that is will be wanted, needed, or used. Not every railroad, power plant,
factory, or house is necessarily something someone else needs or wants. This effect has
been reflected in lower GDP growth with most experts saying there will likely be only
6.5% GDP growth in China this year. I expect it to come in around between 6% -6.5%.
If a trade war does break out it will be felt here first with a possible recession leading to
political instability.
This economy is to be closely watched; it is the canary in the global economic coalmine
Real Estate
Normally this section normally only gets a paragraph in the “Sectors Chapter” but this
time it is more complicated and a higher priority. The new administration may dissolve
the Government Sponsored Entities (GSE) of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
This could get complicated over the next few years with…










Interest rates are expected to rise will have a negative effect on demand
A stronger economy may increase net demand
Tax cuts may tilt to the rich increasing demand at the high end market
Reduced deductions on high income reduces demand on high end market
More aggressive immigration enforcement reduces demand on the low end
A thriving economy increases employment helping the low and middle markets
o An entire generation move out of their parents if economy grows
o People will want to upsize to larger houses
o People will want to relocate due to jobs
New administration wants to eliminate the GSE that underwrites most loans
o Likely higher rates after GSE are dissolved
o May cause rush to get mortgages before GSE are dissolved
Missteps in privatizing the GSE could cause dislocation in the housing market

I suspect the real estate market will be volatile over the next few years with all these (and
more) moving parts. The thing that I’m more confident in is the higher end market
moving up since more tax cuts will to higher end earners.
I don’t plan to buy or refinance any houses anytime soon
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“Journalism”
To make a living I need to get information by getting and acting upon the “news”. This
was particularly difficult this election cycle due to the unbalanced coverage of the
election in the popular press. Every article/broadcast seemed to rate the latest tidbit as an
11 on a 1-10 scale toward potential impact. I on the other hand may need to trim a few
necessities in life because I may have mistakenly believed some “real news” and acted
upon it. In these cases the “journalist” suffers no consequences for bad or faithless
reporting. I would be dead broke if I wasn’t such a world class cynic and put any faith in
current system of journalism.
It will be necessary for me to watch the government with much more vigor than at any
other time of my life due to potential intentional and unintentional game changing actions
by the new administration. Unfortunately we live in a world of uninformative “news”
where feelings and opinions undermine any actually facts and consequences. I find
myself wasting time by being forced to bounce between CNN and FOX to discern what
might actually be going on… one side consistently reports the imminent end of the world
while the other reports the impending rapture. Realistically the news has become nothing
more than an echo chamber, just change channels/webpage a few times until you find
your resonate frequency.
The press complains how fake news (formally known as “click bait" before they lost the
election) is undermining an informed citizenry so my suggestion is bring back balanced
and thoughtful journalism. The popular media is fixated on sensationalize everything to
garner viewers/readers. I believe their real agenda is to further their political religiosity
by primarily sermonize to the flock with a secondary goal of attempting to convert the
remaining unenlightened heathens. It should be properly labeled as propaganda.
It seems to me that taking the time and effort to do in depth critical thinking and
supporting arguments are out of vogue in these days of sound bites and 140 character
limits. “Journalism” has become a profession of people who report about how they
feel about the news instead of analyzing it. It’s certainly takes less effort but I believe
their laziness tends to undermine our democracy by insulating their faithful consumers
from any dissenting ideas that may trigger some critical thinking. Main stream media
coverage of this election cycle wasn’t balanced or informative and as someone who
makes their living on “news” I’ve concluded that reporters are a basket of deplorables. I
know at least one swamp I wouldn’t mind seeing drained.
On the plus side, the popular press has become much wiser from its experience in the
1980’s when they got it all wrong. But this time they now agree with Reagan’s insights
by now sticking up for defense contractors, faithfully backing the CIA, and disparaging
our Russian archenemy… I guess it might be the 80’s once again.
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Chapter 2
The Fundamentals
Economic Projections
It is time to review world events applying my “opinion” based on absolutely nothing
other than my limited understanding of how the world works. Headline predictions are
made at the beginning of the year and may have changed materially since then.
US Gross National Product (GDP) Growth > +2.5% for 2016 (1.6% Actual)
US Gross National Product (GDP) Growth > +2.8% for 2017
I was expecting more growth last year in the US and we did not get it. I was wrong. This
year I’m expecting more growth due to Trump tax policies and economic tone, assuming
he doesn’t self-destruct or find the nuclear codes that Biden hid before leaving office.…
The US economy has potential to pick up in growth rate this year.
Unemployment will decrease to < 4.8% by the end of 2016 (4.6% actual)
Unemployment will decrease to < 4.5% by the end of 2017
It seems the economy may be finally retooling itself and the unemployment rate should
continue to fall if this is true. We can debate if it is real jobs being created or if it is
really people just dropping out workforce. The latest number (Nov) was 4.6%.

Unemployment is falling but the labor participation rate is low
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Federal Reserve rates will be between 1.0% to 1.25% by the end of 2016 (0.5-0.75%)
Federal Reserve rates will be between 1.00% to 1.75% by the end of 2017
I was expecting 3 rate hikes while we only got one. This year I’m expecting 2-4 while
the Fed is indicating only three. I have an unusually wide band this year but that’s
because I’m predicting four rate hikes if the economy takes off and only 2 if it doesn’t.

Rates are rising
Inflation < 2.0% in 2016 (1.2% actual)
Inflation > 1.5% in 2017
Currently we are not experiencing inflation
S&P 500 index >2075 at the end of 2016 (2238.83 Actual)
S&P 500 index >2400 at the end of 2017
Rising rates are going to put downward pressure on stocks since higher yields will make
bonds look more attractive as low risk alternative. S&P 500 earnings are expected to
increase to ~$132 up from $118 last year. This leads me to project an S&P 500 index
breaking 2400 by the end of this year despite higher interest rates. If Trump focuses only
on the invigorating economy it could go much higher, if he strays into the trivial and
dangerous it could be much lower.
On Election Day the S&P 500 closed at 2139.56, if that would have been the end of the
year my prediction would have been spot on but the market continued up an additional
4.6% due to anticipation of Trumps economic policies.
I expect the stock market to go up this year
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Improving Real Estate average home > $190k in 2016 ($192,500 Actual)
Improving Real Estate average home > $200k in 2017
The 30 year mortgage rate is at currently 4.08%. Rates ranged from near 3% to over 4%
this year. Home “affordability” is still decent but losing ground with increasing housing
prices and higher rates. The current average house is now $192,500 up 6.5% this year.
The combination of these effects contributed to an almost 8% increase in mortgages
payments in the past year. It wouldn’t take much to reverse the market or make it pop.
I believe that mortgage rates likely have peaked for now but should increase in the
second half of this year. I believe that property values should increase due to lower
income taxes and a stronger economy but more appreciation at the higher end of the
housing market.
National average House Values

National average Mortgage Rates

Housing prices are increasing, interest rates are increasing, and affordability is decreasing
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<400 Billion Dollars budget deficit for FY 2016 ($587 Billion)
>750 Billion Dollars budget deficit for FY 2017
The debt started to shrink but spiked late last year. I am turning this signal to
negative again due to tax cuts and other expected spending….

Here are the top four expenditures and expenditure per employed person in the US per
year. The total for just these 4 items comes to $21,882 per employed person last year.
1) Medicare and Medicaid
2) Social Security
3) Defense
4) Federal pensions

$995.75 billion ($8,024/employed person)
$884.47 billion ($7,130/employed person)
$583.33 billion ($4,704/employed person)
$253.73 billion ($2,024/employed person)

Deficits were approaching more manageable level but likely to explode under
Trump.
2016 Predictions summary
I missed on GDP, interest rates, and deficits while I got inflation, unemployment,
housing prices, and the stock market correctly. The first three items were related to
overestimating the general strength of the economy last year while the important
metric and point of this document is to get the stock market price correct. I think this
year’s prediction will be I will be wildly underestimating the economy or wildly
overestimating it.
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The Technical Indicators
Technical analysis is the attempt to forecast the future direction of prices through the
study of past market data. I use Barchart (http://www.barchart.com/ ) to come up with a
final “objective” opinion of an investment. Its primary ability (flaw) is that it tries to
predict the future by interpolating from the past performance. One phrase does come to
mind, “Past performance is not an indication of future results” although this is exactly what
these calculations try to do.
Model Portfolio and other technical indicators (+100% = strong buy; -100% = strong sell)
US ETFs
SPY
QQQ
IWM

1/1/16
-16%
-16%
-56%

7/1/16
+64%
+64%
+64%

1/1/17
+16%
+16%
+16%

Link

International
EFA
EEM

-56%
-64%

-64%
+80%

-8%
-48%

http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/EFA

Bonds
TLT
SHY

1/1/16
-48%
-96%

7/1/16
+100%
+96%

1/1/17
-16%
-16%

Link

Gold/Oil/Dollar Index/Euro/Yen
GLD
-80%
+100%
USO
-64%
+64%
UUP
+32%
+56%
FXE
-32%
-64%
FXY
+56%
+96%

-16%
+80%
+48%
-32%
-32%

http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/GLD

+48%

http://www.barchart.com/opinions/stocks/$VIX

http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/SPY
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/QQQ
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/IWM

http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/EEM

http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/TLT
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/SHY

http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/USO
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/UUP
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/FXE
http://www.barchart.com/opinions/etf/FXY

Volatility Index (higher is bad)
VIX index

-8%

-40%
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Volatility
Volatility Chart (market fear index)

The Volatility index (VIX) can be thought of as the US stock market fear indicator and
the lower the VIX is the lower the fear in the stock market. This indicator is one of the
more valuable tools to evaluate what the implied risk is in the market at any given point
in time. Volatility spiked a few times over the past year mostly due to oil price collapse,
Fed rate hike, Brexit, and finally the US Elections. It has fallen since the election except
for the previous week when we have strength again. As you can see ’16 was choppier
than the first half of ’15.
I would expect volatility to rise each time another Trump controversy surfaces and expect
sizable spikes before major economic legislation that doesn’t have a carefree path to
becoming law. Also, The VIX is likely to spike around Fed meetings that may produce a
rate hike.
Lower volatility (fear) is good for the market
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Ted Spread…
TED Spread

The US Treasury vs. Eurodollar (TED) spread is the bond market fear index. Recently
this index has been moving up. This indicates more fear in the bond market so this is a
very worrisome trend.
The Treasury Eurodollar spread is trending up, this is bad for investments.
Below are the unremarkable (~1.384%) Spanish bond rates, just to keep an eye on
Europe. This has been a positive development in recent months.
Spanish 10 Year Bond Yield
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The 10 year Greek rates spiked last year to around 15% but now back down to 7.1%.
This is still relatively high but as long as it can stay under 10% you could assume this
Euro crisis will be avoided… for now.
Greek 10 Year Bond Yield

The Spanish bonds are good news while the Greek bonds are not bad news; this is good
to neutral for the market in general and Europe specifically.
Technical Summary…
U.S stocks, oil, and U.S. dollar are positive with most other investments being
questionable. For several weeks after the presidential elections the technical indicators
looked very positive for U.S. stocks, but they all have lost steam in the past week. Only
time will tell if this is a new trend or it is a pause in the market euphoria.

All the stock market technical indicators are neutral to negative (bearish) except for the
US dollar, gold, and oil. I read this as a more neutral signal overall if you are a US based
investor.
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Chapter 4
Sectors
US Economy
Despite all my justifiable concerns, I’m assuming for now that the base case of America
Incorporated and animal spirits take the lead in 2017 for the US economy. Our economy
appears to have the potential to grow at greater than 3% this year for the first time in over
a decade. With that said, we cannot dismiss the fact that things could get out of control
and a dysfunctional government may evolve.
US Gross Domestic Product (GDP)

The US is likely the best place to invest this year. Risks are high but so are the rewards.
Europe/UK
Here is the second part to my long shot theme of Trumponomics, if Trump brings the US
back to 3-4% GDP growth over the next few years then this could spill over into Europe
and potentially make some economical structural changes.

On a valuation perspective, European stocks are cheap compared to the US (and riskier).
Europe has issues and is lagging behind. The Euro Zone should plod along with its
anemic recovery around 1.0-1.5% GDP growth
I sold my investment in Deutsche Bank (DB). I currently have no investments in Europe.
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The US Bonds
My track record with bonds has been less than magnanimous over the past 10 years but I
will once again project the death of the profits in the bond market again this year, it’s a
holiday tradition. With the Federal Reserve announcing it intentions to return interest
rates back toward a normal footing over the next few years, bond investments could be
tricky and likely to lose money. As rates go up the value of bonds tends to fall. The
trick is to buy bonds that have payouts higher than the decline of the underlying
instrument.
Bonds are relatively tricky and dangerous this year. I own CHI and PGF high yield ETFs.
China
If a trade war or actual war starts it will be so Chinese investments will be particularly
dicey this year. I plan to put some hedges (small negative bets) to work here. I expect
Chinese GDP growth to come in to a paltry 6.0% this year although other estimates have
it around 6.5%. A trade war would reduce these numbers significantly. Downward
pressure on the yuan and steadily declining foreign exchange reserves may make China
increase controls over capital outflows.
I have no investments in China but I plan to bet against China this year as insurance
Muni bonds
Lower taxes and rising interest rates are not good for Muni Bonds… If government
largess falls to states and particularly to “sanctuary” cities, these ratings will fall as will
their ability to repay their debt. These bonds are getting a double whammy this year.
I do not own any muni bonds nor do I plan to purchase any.
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS)
I’m introducing a new sector to the mix this time around, US inflation based bonds. I
don’t have positive outlook for them yet but I could see it coming up in the next year or
two. With rates going up and inflation being low I plan to wait on these instruments.
I own no TIPS at this time but they are worth watching
Corporate Bonds
Again with rates going up these may be challenging this year. The major offset is if the
economy gets better some higher yielding companies may catch a tailwind and their rates
may fall due to higher profits and lower taxes giving them a better ability to pay back
those debts.
I do not own any corporate bonds
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Financial stocks
Banks and the like generally make money by borrowing short term and lending long
term. Their profits are correlated to how cheap they can borrow and how much they can
charge known as the yield curve. The higher yield curve and potential deregulation
should benefit the banks this year but a lot has been already been priced into these stocks.
I do not own any bank stocks but worth looking at on any outsized dips in price
Utilities
I would have been leaning toward these instruments if Hillary would have won the
election. I now consider them a weak investment compared to the general stock market.
I still find this area is more intriguing than bonds. A stronger economy may increase
earnings in this sector but higher rates and better opportunities may take its toll.
I do not own and do not plan to own the utilities sector
Oil/Energy
The resurgence of oil and gas production in the US and the global spread of
unconventional (fracking) production are major factors in changing the world energy
landscape. Hydraulic fracturing will put significant pressure on the price of crude oil for
the foreseeable future. Long term (2-10 years) the price of oil should continue to drop. If
President Trump gets his way additional Federal land will be opened up to fracking
thereby increasing supply. This will ultimately lower oil and natural gas prices. I would
be more interested in oil services instead of outright energy producers. Although it may
take years to get the US production online due to the recent price spike their hedges
(selling of futures) will affect the term structure much sooner. This may tend to lower
spot oil long before the new wells are brought on line.
I don’t like any oil investments right now especially the deep water and tar sand plays.
I own no energy stocks and more interested in services than outright production.
Emerging/Frontier markets
Emerging markets are going to be the canary in the coal mine this year. If
Trumponomics works then they will outpace the S&P 500. If Trumponomics doesn’t
work they will again outpace the S&P 500 again but to the downside.
Also several countries have significant debt denominated in US dollars but earn their
income in local currencies. As the dollar continues to strengthen countries such as
Venezuela, Turkey, South Africa, Nigeria, Egypt, Chile, Brazil, Colombia and Indonesia
will suffer economically. Borrowing in a strengthening currency then making payments
with a weakening currency is always a bad idea.
I own no Emerging/Frontier markets
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Technology
Selected tech seems to be a good bet these days with all the potential repatriation and the
lower corporate tax rates. I expect an increase in buyback and mergers as the repatriation
of overseas funds occur. Tech will largely be business as usual under a Trump
administration. The concerns over H1B visas workforce issues are overblown.
I own Microsoft (MSFT) and Apple (AAPL) via options
Cash and its proxies
This isn’t the worst idea for now…. Some cash is good.
I’m about 1/3 invested in cash
Gold/Platinum
With the run up in the dollar this investment has fallen roughly 25% from this year’s
peak. Assuming that the dollar stays strong this investment will be unlikely to increase
much. If things get bad then this investment will be all the rage. I always keep a small
physical gold position as a hedge against unknown unknowns. It’s cheap and getting
cheaper. I could see it going to $900/oz or even lower.
I own physical Gold, Silver, Platinum, and Palladium.
Real Estate
This could get complicated but it is likely going up but more likely on the high end due to
the lower tax rates but this is another canary in the coalmine this year.
I own sufficient real estate at the current time.
Volatility
I am playing with some longer term income producing volatility schemes these days that
are basically back door theta collection strategies.
I am short the VIX via many of its proxies
Stock market cycles
It’s that time of the year when I’m ~50% invested. Once again I expect to maintain my
core position until around February. It will go up and down around this level but will
stick to the plan for the intermediate term.
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Chapter 5
Value Stocks
Here is a quick list of the some stocks that I follow that I think are cheap. I also show the
expected yield for this year, it’s expected earning in ’17 verses its current stock price (i.e.
return on investment), and for those who prefer P/E ratios I have included those also.
Stock

Symbol

Dividend
Yield

Gilead Sciences
AU Optronics Corp
KKR and Company*
Ford
Micron Technology
HP Inc.
Toll Brothers
Freeport McMorran*
Seagate Technology
Toyota Motors
HSBC Holdings
Amgen
Alphabet

GILD
AUO
KKR
F
MU
HPQ
TOL
FCX
STX
TM
HSBC
AMGN
GOOG

2.5%^
3.0%^
4.0%
4.8%^
3.5%^
6.5%^
3.0%^
5.0%^
3.1%^
-

Theoretical Market
Yield
(Earnings/Price)
14.9%
13.7%
13.5%
13.3%
12.5%
11.1%
10.5%
10.2%
9.9%
9.8%
8.7%
8.5%
5.2%

Forward
('17) P/E
6.7
7.3
7.4
7.5
8.0
9.0
9.5
9.8
10.1
10.2
11.5
11.8
19.1

* indicates stocks that I own at the time of this publication.
^ indicates a qualified dividend and may give you a lower tax rate on dividends
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Chapter 6
High yield
Here is a quick list of the some high yield investments that I follow along with the current
market yield.
Stock
Annaly Capital Management
Icahn Enterprises
Ad Clay Convertible
Gov’t Properties Income Trust
Sr. Housing Properties Trust
Blackstone Mortgage Trust
Solar Capital Limited
GEO Group (Private Jails)
Hospitality Properties Trust
Seagate Technology
MS Emerging Mkt Debt
Barclay’s High Yield Bond
iShares Preferred
PowerShares Preferred
Blackstone Group
AT&T
GlaxoSmithKline
Kohlberg Kravis & Roberts

Symbol
NLY*
IEP*
AGC
GOV*
SNH*
BXMT
SLRC
GEO*
HPT*
STX
MSD
JNK
PFF
PGF
BX*
T^
GSK
KKR*

Yield
11.7%
9.6%
9.6%
9.2%
8.6%
8.0%
7.8%
7.4%
6.6%
6.5%^
6.5%
6.0%
5.8%
5.8%
5.8%
5.7%^
4.8%^
4.0%

Structure
REIT
LP
Bond
REIT
REIT
REIT
LP
REIT
REIT
Corp
Bond
Bond
Bond
Bond
LP
Corp
Corp
LP

* are stocks that I own at the time of this publication.
^ indicates a qualified dividend and may give you a lower tax rate on dividends
Most of these investments are not normal stocks and typically don’t qualify for special
tax treatment under US capital gains rules. Most of these are a Trust, Real Estate
Investment Trust (REIT), Bond fund, Master Limited Liability Partnership (LLP), Master
Limited liability Partnership (MLP), or other tax land mine. Be sure you and your
investment advisor knows what you may be getting into before investing and getting a
crazy high tax bill at the end of the year. I put these instruments in my IRA rollover to
avoid these tax headaches.
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Chapter 7
International ETFs
Economic Growth (GDP) Forecast by Country for 2017
India
China
Indonesia
Israel
Turkey
Australia

7.5%
6.4%
5.1%
3.4%
3.3%
2.8%

Sweden
South Korea
Chile
Spain
Mexico

United States

2.7%
2.6%
2.5%
2.3%
2.3%
2.2%

Canada
Switzerland
Germany
European Union
Greece
France

1.9%
1.7%
1.4%
1.3%
1.3%
1.2%

Russia
South Africa
United Kingdom
Japan
Brazil
Italy

My strategy is based on one simple idea. Invest in stable countries that have high
economic (GDP) growth. Below the yield shown is last year’s dividend payout divided
by the current price. Dividends payouts may change significantly as well as market price.

International Exchange Traded funds
Country
Australia
Brazil
Canada
Chile
China
EU
France
Germany
Greece
India
Indonesia
Israel
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Russia
South Africa
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
UK
USA

ETF symbol
EWA
EWZ
EWC
ECH
FXI
VGK
EWQ
EWG
GREK
IFN
IF
ISRA
EWI
EWJ
EWW
RSX
EZA
EWY
EWP
EWD
EWL
TUR
EWU
SPY

’16 dividend Yield ‘16 Market Return (w/o div)
3.85%
9.33%
1.31%
63.15%
1.87%
21.94%
2.10%
19.58%
2.77%
7.27%
3.62%
-5.04%
2.08%
-0.64%
2.46%
-2.89%
1.53%
-0.38%
7.95%
-6.31%
0.04%
15.21%
1.38%
-5.40%
3.41%
-18.60%
1.46%
3.73%
2.99%
-10.42%
2.68%
33.86%
4.81%
12.15%
2.24%
7.23%
4.25%
-9.12%
4.15%
-2.06%
2.79%
-6.23%
2.81%
-10.52%
4.74%
-4.58%
2.01%
9.77%

Note: the yields are the dividends paid out last year; it doesn’t include market value
changes nor is a prediction of what will be paid out this year or if the ETF will go up or
down. Some of the more extreme gains are because of the beat down those ETFs had
taken previously. Don’t expect a repeat just because 2016 was crazy good year for them.
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1.2%
1.1%
1.1%
1.0%
0.9%
0.8%

Chapter 8
The Plan
Every trader reserves the right to make a more intelligent decision today than he made
yesterday. - Sheldon Natenberg

Considerations:
(+) New US leadership that may unleash the animal spirits and set a new “can do” tone
(+) World GPD growth is expected to be positive again this year
(+) Cheap Energy and raw materials
(-) New US leadership that may unleash the dogs the war and set a new “my way” tone
(-) The Fed has plans for three rate hikes this year raising rates by .75%
(-) Global shift toward hard line populism and isolationism
(-) W-88 physics packages and their cheap Chinese knockoffs
Trump Base Case:
In Chapter One we covered a few possible presidential themes, more than likely what
will actually transpire will be a combination of those themes in various degrees. I am
going to assume that America Incorporated is my base case (for now). The market seems
to signal that this is outcome, at least in for the next several months. If the facts
change…
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Lower Corporate taxes
Repatriation of $2 Trillion stranded overseas by the tax code
Simplified income tax
Less regulation on business
Not much else will occur due to the thin majority in the Senate
Rising interest rates will be a drag on the economy

The biggest easiest cost-free way to stimulate the US economy is to allow the companies
to bring back their $2 trillion of cash that is sitting outside of the U.S. and taxes it at 1015% then apply those funds to an infrastructure fund. This fund would have between
$200-$300 billon dollars at no cost to the tax payer. Additionally as this money found its
way back into shareholder hands it would be taxed again raising another $50+ billion in
taxes revenue. Companies would use these funds to pay off debt, invest, and buy back
stock, special dividends, bonuses. This money will trickle down into the economy.
The next easiest cheapest thing to do is corporate tax reform to become more competitive
global. The US has some of the highest corporate taxes in the world; even Europe has
corporate tax rate that is nearly half of the US rate.
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Bonds vs Stocks in 2017
I believe only one of these investments will work this year. Stock prices have gone up
going into this year while bonds have fallen (yields increased). If Trumponomics works
then then stocks are going to outperform but interest rates are going to go up hurting a
bond portfolio. The opposite is also true if Trumponomics fail, stocks are going to fall
and interest rates will fall making a bond portfolio outperform.
It’s very unlikely that in the next couple of year both bonds and stocks can perform well;
it’s likely it will be one or the other this year.
Hedging
Hedging, I usually keep a small basket of investments that would likely to go up if the
market were to tank. This year I think it’s especially important. Most of these
investments I expect to lose money at the time purchase them but they can outperform
and help mitigate losses if something sudden changes in market sediment and/or
unexpected global events developed overnight/weekends.









Cash
Gold
Bonds
S&P 500 (SPY) long dated (LEAPS) put options
FXI (China ETF) puts
Foreign currencies (FX) such as Yen or Swiss Franc
Volatility Index (VIX) hedge strategies
Asset rebalancing

This year as I gain profits I plan to roll 10-20% of the house money back into these types
of hedges. I think of these “hedges” as an insurance policy. Remember it’s usually wiser
and cheaper to buy insurance long before your house burns down. Take it from me,
getting portfolio insurance (hedges) for a disaster after the fact is usually a waste of time,
money, and effort.
Stock Market Cycles
Historically the stock market tends to go up starting in February through June.
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The Plan (subject to change without notification):
Here are my expectations at this time… I expect a minor selloff this week as people who
delayed income in 2016 into 2017 to get a potentially lower tax rate. After a minor selloff (pause) in optimism then it rebounds toward the inauguration. I would expect the
week of the inauguration would be flat with a selloff around the day of inauguration into
the following few weeks giving up about half the market gains from the market levels
after the election. This would be a buying opportunity and this would not be a “Trump is
President” selloff but a “sell the news” event. In other words, rosy expectations melt into
harsh reality of the congressional sausage factory. When expectations are priced for
perfection any small setbacks will need to be priced back into the market. I am expecting
a few (heavily reported I told you so) rough starts in the beginning.
After a couple of weeks of a brief selloff I will be ramping up my investments and will be
cautiously optimistic placing nearly 100% of my capital into the market from midFebruary until the end of June. I’d expect the S&P to approach 2300 sometime before
July. Based on my stock market cycles theory I would expect the summer to go sideways
from that point but ANY lack of legislative progress could trigger an early sell-off.
Toward the mid-summer of this year I would reduce my exposure to the market expecting
another minor selloff getting back to current market levels sometime in
September/October. Assuming “America Inc.” from Chapter 1 is still the scenario; I
would become at “all in” sometime from the October lows and ride it out until the end of
the year when the S&P 500 hits 2400+.
I have my money mentally split into 4 piles with a quarter of it designated for long term
investments, a quarter in high yield, a quarter into midterm investments (1-3months), and
the last quarter into short term investments of 1-3 weeks. I tend to get in and out of the
short term first and if warranted the midterm strategies. Rarely do I go below 50%
invested and avoid touching the longer term or high yield/income strategies.
This is my battle plan and its perfect until the first shot is fired… It is very unlikely that
events will unfold this way but this is my plan for now and will be revisited and updated
often (without notification). This assumes Mr. Trump and Congress does their part, stays
on target, and does not get side tracked.
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To Do List
I am currently about 65% invested and will move up to 100% sometime in February.
Reduce in June/July
Buy in October
Add hedges





Plow back ~10-20% of ongoing profits of the portfolio into S&P 500 portfolio
insurance schemes such a January 2018 or January 2019 SPY $210 put options.
I’m willing to give up 1/5 of my gains to prevent at total loss if things
suddenly/unexpectedly turn out poorly.
Buy China ETF (FXI) put options, if things go south they may start here\
UVXY only when things look like they are about to blow up

Watch for




I will watch for Mr. Trump deviating from my base case of “America Inc.”
Be ready for other scenarios.
I’m watching for a self-inflicted global crisis. My guess is it will be in China,
Mexico, Iran, India, Italy, or Greece.

My Sell Signals (subject to change without notification):




I’ll sell 25% of the existing portfolio if the S&P 500 goes under 2190 for more
than a week or the VIX spikes above 17.
Another 25% signal is if the S&P 500 goes under 2100 for more than a week or
the VIX spikes above 20.
Exit signal is if the S&P 500 goes under 2045 for more than a week or the VIX
spikes above 22. Possibly monetize (sell) hedges at this point.

Currently I have no buy back in levels… if things start to go badly they are likely to go
badly for a sustained period of time and this may be the signal to invest in canned goods
and a retreat or two in the mountains.
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Chapter 9
Mark’s Model ETF Portfolio
Asset reallocation
A general guideline for 4 portfolios, each with varying riskiness while using just 12 (or
less) Exchange Traded Funds (ETF).

ETF Symbol
SPY
QQQQ
DIA
VTV
IWM
EFA
EEM:
TLT
IEF
AGG
LQD
SHY

Low
5%
5%
5%
5%
10%
5%
5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
10%

Risk Level
Balanced Growth
7.5%
10%
7.5%
10%
7.5%
10%
7.5%
10%
10%
20%
10%
15%
10%
15%
8.75%
2.5%
8.75%
2.5%
8.75%
2.5%
8.75%
2.5%
5%
0%

Aggressive
7.5%
7.5%
7.5%
7.5%
30%
20%
20%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

US Large Cap:
SPY: SPDR S&P Depository Receipts ETF
QQQQ: NASDAQ 100 Trust Shares ETF
DIA: SPDR Dow Jones Industrial Average
VTV: Vanguard Value VIPERs ETF
US Small Cap:
IWM: iShares Russell 2000 Index ETF
International:
EFA: iShares MSCI “EAFA” Europe, Australia and Far East Index ETF
EEM: iShares MSCI Emerging Markets Index ETF
Fixed Income (Bonds):
TLT: iShares Lehman 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF
IEF: iShares Lehman 7-10 Year Treasury Bond ETF
AGG: iShares Lehman Aggregate Bond ETF
LQD: iShares GS $ InvesTop Corp Bond ETF
Cash:
SHY: iShares Lehman 1-3 Year Treasury bond ETF
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2016 Model Portfolio Returns
Name

Symbol

SPDR S&P Depository Receipts
NASDAQ 100 Trust Shares
DIAMONDS Trust
Vanguard Value VIPERs
iShares Russell 2000 Index
iShares MSCI “EAFA”
iShares MSCI Emerging Markets
iShares Lehman 20+ Year Treasury
iShares Lehman 7-10 Year Treasury
iShares Lehman Aggregate Bond
iShares GS $ InvesTop Corp
iShares Lehman 1-3 Year Treasury

SPY
QQQ
DIA
VTV
IWM
EFA
EEM
TLT
IEF
AGG
LQD
SHY

Risk
Adverse
6.92%
-0.91%
9.16%
8.34%
8.97%
7.02%
11.17%
11.14%
-8.18%
7.82%
9.72%
5.49%

RESULTS
’16 Return
’15 Return
’14 Return
’13 Return
’12 Return
’11 Return
’10 Return
’09 Return
’08 Return
’07 Return
’06 Return
’05 Return
Annual average return
Compounded Annual return

7.11%
10.55%

12/31/15
Price
$203.87
$111.86
$173.99
$81.52
$112.62
$58.72
$32.19
$120.58
$105.59
$108.01
$114.01
$84.36

12/30/16
Price
$223.53
$118.48
$197.51
$93.01
$134.85
$57.73
$35.01
$119.13
$104.82
$109.06
$117.18
$84.45

Balanced
8.34%
-1.48%
8.31%
13.31%
11.56%
3.30%
12.45%
19.65%
-18.66%
9.40%
13.63%
7.55%

Growth
11.58%
-2.47%
6.71%
22.72%
15.30%
-2.52%
15.53%
31.48%
-33.90%
10.04%
19.09%
9.73%

7.17%
9.86%

8.42%
10.56%

Appox’
Yield
2.03%
1.06%
2.26%
2.44%
1.38%
3.07%
1.87%
2.60%
1.81%
2.37%
3.35%
0.72%

2016
Gain w/
Dividend
11.87%
7.04%
16.08%
16.88%
21.39%
1.33%
10.80%
1.37%
1.07%
3.37%
6.22%
0.82%

Aggressive
12.73%
-3.96%
4.25%
24.75%
16.86%
-6.51%
16.91%
36.54%
-39.60%
10.45%
21.83%
11.77%
8.53%
9.68%

Earlier this year the collapse of interest rates gave a big boost to the funds that have a
bond component; the 20+ year US Treasury fund was up over 15% and at one point and I
pointed out the importance of rebalancing when mid-year outsized gains materialized.
Those bonds ended the year nearly flat and now rebalancing is no longer necessary.
The overall winner was the stock-centric portfolios. Tech, bonds and Europe lagged this
10%+ year for the stock portfolios. It is that time of year when people should
rebalance their portfolios. Sell a few big winners, buy some losers. My Model
Portfolio returns assume a rebalance at the end of each year.
Most pension funds would pay handsomely for these kinds of returns over the past 12
years but here they are offered up for free to anyone….
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Chapter 10
My Current Portfolio Holdings
Overall I had a 38.6% return this year. Despite ending the year with a decent return it
was a rough year. In early 2016 it became necessary to spend months franticly rewriting
all my trading strategies. The old strategy wasn’t working and it was excessively
aggressive. The new trading algorithm eventually proved itself, when Brexit went
horribly bad for me; the algorithm’s anticipatory function indicated that I should hold my
positions despite my huge losses. It was a leap of faith but the algorithm turned out to be
correct. I am hoping that my newer and more sophisticated methodologies along with less
aggressive investment approaches will have slightly less excitement in the future.

Trading Portfolio(Taxed) - Options, short positions, short term trades, FX
MSFT*– Microsoft (overseas cash)
BRKB – Berkshire Hathaway (daddy Buffet play)
AAPL* - Apple (overseas cash)
FCX* – Freeport McMorran (wishing for a commodity bounce)
LMT* – Lockheed Martin on the off chance they get their fusion reactor going
^VIX* - Various option strategies for volatility harvesting via theta decay and VIX contango roll
IRAs (Tax deferred) - Income and high yield
BX – Blackstone Group (high yield income)
GEO – Geo Group (high yield REIT)
GOV – Government Properties (REIT)
HPT - Hospitality Properties Trust (Hotel REIT)
IEP – Icahn Enterprises (investment fund run by Carl Icahn)
KKR - Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (high yield asset based income)
NLY – Annaly Capital Management (mortgage REIT)
RMR – RMR Group (received as part of a stock split)
SNH – Senior Housing Properties (income REIT)
^VIX* - Various volatility harvesting strategies via theta decay and VIX contango roll
* Denotes options positions
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Chapter 11
Final Thoughts











The Good
Trump will be President of the United States of America
World GDP is projected to be positive and greater in 2017
Animal Spirits are being unleashed
Interest rates are low (but rising in the US)
Potential for lower regulations
Potential for lower corporate taxes
It’s stimulus season. Say it loud, say it proud, we’re all Keynesians now…
Low energy prices
New innovations and new efficiencies are creating new real wealth daily
A New Hope








The Bad
Trump will be President of the United States of America
China political and economic friction
Potential for entering era of global trade wars
European meandering recovery
Indian bank note faux pas
The ego strikes back








The Ugly
Trump will be President of the United States of America
Policies based on mercantile economics
World governance that doesn’t understand basics of wealth creation
Unknown unknowns, the kind that blindsides you at 4 p.m. on some idle Tuesday
Shall we play a game? How about Global Thermonuclear War
Return of the New World Order

If there is one thing that I wish I could invest in but it doesn’t exist, it would be Senate
Filibuster futures… I would put my life saving into this instrument if they existed.
Things have changed, has your financial strategy??
This is the conclusion of my report; I hope to get the next report out on April 3nd, 2017
and I will again attempt to entertain you with my updates, thoughts, reflections, and bad
grammar.
Regards,
Mark Rush
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